mapMECFS Data Formats

Questions: mapmecfs@rti.org

Cytokine Data File Format
Column 1: Cytokine name.
Column name must be ‘Molecule’.
These must be UNIQUE and
cannot be blank (‘’).

2nd column and onwards
are the participant IDs.
These must be UNIQUE and
match the phenotype file.

Data starts on line 2

Note: The cytokine data file is
formatted as a tab-separated
file

Each column contains measurements
from 1 sample. Missing values are
allowed (‘NA’ or leave empty).

Column 1: Gene Symbol. Column name must
be ‘Gene’. Other gene identifiers are
accepted, although only gene symbol can
identify synonyms of the identifier. This is
REQUIRED for all data. These are DO NOT
have to be UNIQUE.

Gene Expression at the Transcript Level
Data File Format
Column 2: Transcript ID (RefSeq ID,
Ensembl ID, Affymetrix ID, etc. are
accepted). Column name must be
‘Molecule’. This is REQUIRED only for
transcript level data. These must be
UNIQUE and cannot be blank (‘’).

3rd column and onwards are the
participant IDs. These must be
UNIQUE and match the phenotype
file.

Data starts on line 2

Note: The transcript expression data
file is formatted as a tab-separated file.

Each column contains
measurements from 1
sample. Missing values are
allowed (‘NA’ or leave
empty).

Gene Expression at the Gene Level
Data File Format
Column 1: Gene Name. Column name must be
‘Molecule’. Other gene identifiers are accepted,
although only gene symbol can identify
synonyms of the identifier. This is REQUIRED.
These must be UNIQUE and cannot be blank (‘’).

2nd column and onwards are
the participant IDs. These
must be UNIQUE and match
the phenotype file.

Data starts on line 2

Note: The gene expression data file is
formatted as a tab-separated file.

Each column contains
measurements from 1
sample. Missing
values are allowed
(‘NA’ or leave empty).

Metabolomics Data File Format
Column 1: InChiKey for the
metabolite. Column name must be
‘InChiKey’. These must be UNIQUE.

Column 2: Metabolite name.
Column name must be
‘Molecule’. These must be
UNIQUE.

Column 3: CHEBI ID for the
metabolite. Column name
must be ‘database_identifier’.
These must be UNIQUE

4th column and onwards are the
participant IDs. These must be
UNIQUE and match the phenotype
file.

Data starts on line 2

Note: The metabolomics data file is
formatted as a tab-separated file.

Each column contains
measurements from 1 sample.
Missing values are allowed (‘NA’ or

Methylation Data File Format
Column 1: CpG ID. Column name
must be ‘Molecule’. This is
REQUIRED. These must be
UNIQUE

Further columns are the participant IDs.
These must be UNIQUE and correspond to
match the phenotype file.

Data starts on line 2

Note: The methylation data file is
formatted as a tab-separated file.

Each column contains
measurements from 1
sample. Missing values
are allowed (‘NA’ or leave
empty).

miRNA Data File Format
Column 1: miRBase ID for the
miRNA. Column name must be
‘Molecule’. This is REQUIRED.
These must be UNIQUE and
cannot be blank (‘’)

Column 2: Other molecule
identifiers. This is OPTIONAL.

2nd column and onwards headings are
the participant IDs. These must be
UNIQUE and match the phenotype
file.

Data starts on line 2

Note: The miRNA data
file is formatted as a
tab-separated file.

Each column contains
measurements from 1
sample. Missing values are
allowed (‘NA’ or leave empty).

Proteomics at the Sequence Level
Data File Format
Column 1: Unique identifier for the
sequence (e.g., SeqID). Column
name must be ‘Molecule’. This is
REQUIRED. These must be UNIQUE.

Columns 2 and 3: Target Gene and Protein Symbol.
Column name must be ‘Gene’ and ‘Protein’ as
appropriate. This is REQUIRED. These DO NOT have
to be UNIQUE.

Further columns are the participant
IDs. These must be UNIQUE and
correspond to match the phenotype
file.

Data starts on line 2

Note: The proteomics
data file is formatted as
a tab-separated file.

Column 4: Database identifier (e.g., UniProt, GI). The column
heading must be included in the UniProt ID mapping for synonyms to
be identified. This is OPTIONAL. These DO NOT have to be UNIQUE.

Each column contains measurements
from 1 sample. Missing values are
allowed (‘NA’ or leave empty).

Proteomics at the Protein Level
Data File Format
Column 3: Database identifier (e.g.,
UniProt or GI). The column heading
must be included in the UniProt ID
mapping for synonyms to be identified.
This is OPTIONAL. These DO NOT have
to be UNIQUE.

Column 1: Target Protein
Symbol. Column name must be
‘Molecule’. This is REQUIRED.
These must be UNIQUE.

Molecule

Note: The proteomics
data file is formatted as
a tab-separated file.

Further columns are the participant
IDs. These must be UNIQUE and
correspond to match the phenotype
file.

Gene

UniProt

Participant1

Participant2
…

CRYBB2

CRYBB2

P43320

545.2

RAF1

RAF1

P04049

…

ZNF41

ZNF41

P51814

ELK1

ELK1

P19419

Column 2: Target Gene Symbol. Column name
must be ‘Gene’. Other gene identifiers are
accepted, although only gene symbol can identify
synonyms of the identifier. This is REQUIRED.
These DO NOT have to be UNIQUE.

Data starts on line 2

Each column contains measurements
from 1 sample. Missing values are
allowed (‘NA’ or leave empty).

Phenotype File Format
Column 1: ID for each
participant. Column header
must be ‘ParticipantID’. Column
is REQUIRED. These must be
UNIQUE and match the data
file.

Column 2: Phenotype
of interest. Column
header must be
‘Phenotype’. Column is
REQUIRED.

Column 3: The source or tissue the
sample was extracted from. Column
header must be ‘Sample_Source’.
Column is required. Missing is
allowed (‘NA’ or empty string).

Columns are
optional. You can
substitute with any
other information.

Data starts on line 2

Each column contains
data for 1
participant. Missing
values are allowed
(‘NA’ or leave
empty).

Note: The
phenotype file is
formatted as a tabseparated file.

Demographic Health and Survey Phenotype File Format
Column 1: ID for each
participant. Column header
must be ‘ParticipantID’. Column
is REQUIRED. Values can be
repeated for repeated
measures.

Column 2: Phenotype of interest.
Column header must be
‘Phenotype’. Column is REQUIRED.

Note: The DHS phenotype
file does not have a required
Sample_Source column

Columns are optional. You
can substitute with any
other information

Data starts on line 2

Each row contains
values for one
participant. Missing
data is allowed (‘NA’ or
leave empty).
Note: The file is formatted
as a tab-separated file.

Column 2: Name of variable in
dataset. Entries must not contain
spaces. Column is REQUIRED.

Column 1: Human-readable
variable name. Column header
must be ‘Variable’. Column is
REQUIRED.

Data Dictionary File Format

Column 4: Allowed values of data entries. For
numeric variables, enter the minimum and
maximum values separated by a ‘-’. For integer and
character variables, enter all possible values
separated by a ‘;’. Column is REQUIRED.
Column 5: Free-text description of the
variable. Include units of measurement
Column 3: Type of variable in
for relevant variables in this column.
dataset. Allowed values are
Avoid using commas if your data
“character”, “integer”, and
dictionary is formatted as a comma“numeric”. Column is REQUIRED.
separated file. Column is REQUIRED.

Column 6: Expected for integer
values, as-needed for other
variable types. Assign values using
‘=‘ and separate values using ‘;’.
Include a definition of a missing
value, as needed. Column is
REQUIRED.

Variable
Participant ID number

Variable_Name
ParticipantID

Type
Allowed_values
character

Description
ID number assigned to participant in sequential order

ME/CFS status
Birth Sex
Age at enrolment
Body Mass Index

Case
Female
Age
BMI

integer
integer
numeric
numeric

Study physician diagnosis of ME/CFS or healthy control 0=Control;1=Case
Self-reported sex assigned at birth
0=Male;1=Female
Age at site visit
Body Mass Index calculated as kg/m2
1=white;2=AfricanAmerican,Black;3=Asian,Pacific
Islander;4=American
Category of race the participant most closely identifies Indian,Alaska
with
Native;5=Unknown,Declined

Self-reported race

Race

Self-reported Hispanic ethnicity
Recruitement Site

Ethnicity
Site

Resting heart rate

RHR

Systolic blood pressure

SBP

Diastolic blood pressure
Duration of ME/CFS symptoms
Self-reported IBS dianosis
Self-reported migraine diagnosis
Self-reported allergy diagnosis
Thyroid stimulating hormone

DBP
Duration
IBS
Migraine
allergy
TSH

integer

0;1
0;1
18-75
15-45

1;2;3

Category of Hispanic ethnicity the participant most
integer 1;2;3;4;5;6
closely identifies with
character california;nevada;utah;florida;new_york State containing the clinical recruitment site
Heart rate measured after ten minutes of sitting,
numeric 40-120
average of three
Systolic blood pressure on dominant arm measured
numeric 70-140
after ten minutes of sitting, average of three
Diastolic blood pressure on dominant arm measured
numeric 40-90
after ten minutes of sitting, average of three
numeric 1-75
Self-reported duration of ME/CFS symptoms
integer 0;1;2
Self-reported diagnosis of Irritable Bowel Syndrome
integer 0;1;2
Self-reported diagnosis of migraine
integer 0;1;2
Self-reported diagnosis of allergy
numeric 0-20.0
Thyroid stimulating hormone (mU/L)

Label

Variables start on line 2

1=Hispanic;2=non
Hispanic;3=Unknown,Declined

0=no;1=yes,2=Unknown,Decline
0=no;1=yes,2=Unknown,Decline
0=no;1=yes,2=Unknown,Decline

Each row contains
information for one
variable
Default missing values
are ‘NA’ or empty.
Explicitly declare others
(eg, ‘-99’) in the Label
column

Note: the data
dictionary can be
formatted as a tabseparated file, commaseparated file, or Excel
file.

Column 1: ID for the molecule
measured (transcript IDs in this
example). Column name must
be ‘Molecule’. This is
REQUIRED.

Results File Format

Pvalue: p-value of the test. Column
name must be ‘Pvalue’.
PvalueAdj: adjusted p-value for the
test. Column name must be ‘PvalueAdj’.

Optional Columns: Various analysis
results. Columns are flexible to the
analysis conducted.

Column 2: Other
OPTIONAL Identifiers.

Molecule

Gene

NCases

NControls

baseMean

log2FoldChange

lfcSE

stat

NM_000014

A2M

100

100

1889.680119

-0.46319172

0.52404

-0.4848

0.80035 0.984757 Data starts on line 2

NM_000015

NAT2

98

99

3490.874312

3.979896417

0.82957

7.2215

3.43E-05 0.000385

NM_000016

ACADM

99

98

1207.657311

-2.11547061

0.90685

-2.8381

0.07604 0.477411

NM_000017

ACADS

95

94

128.6574772

-5.80762897

0.82892

-7.4583 2.06E-10 2.23E-09

NM_000018

ACADVL

100

100

4203.536292

-0.97538594

0.51438

-0.8381

Column 3 and 4: Number of cases
(‘NCases’) and controls (‘NControls’) for
each molecule. Use these columns for
analyses where this varies by molecule.
OPTIONAL

Pvalue PvalueAdj

0.83524 0.874757

Each column contains
data for 1 molecule.
Missing values are
allowed (‘NA’ or
leave empty).

Note: The results file
is formatted as a
tab-separated file.

